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Days to Remember 
Read the important days that Zara has marked on her calendar. 

21 February 
Mother Language Day 

23 April 
Book Day 

15 May 

Family Day 

5 June 
World 

15 August 

Independence Day 
5 September 
Teacher's Day 

Environment 

Day 

1 October 
Elders' Day 

3 December 

OO Day 
Celebrating 
All Abilities 

Wise Owl says... 

Be a friend to 
the earth. Make 
every day an 

Earth Day. Here are some things Zara plans to do this year. Read 
the calendar and fill in the correct days and dates in the 

blanks below. The first one has been done for you. 

1. Spend the day with my grandparents. Elders' Day-1 October 

2 Sing the national anthem. npEniente Dy 
214 bruAny-Mohep anguagD 3 Sing a song in the language I speak at home. 

4. Go on a picnic with my family.b"2ramilyDay 
23 Flsthies 5. Ask my teacher to read us a story. . D-00k Day 

4. 

6. Learn how to say Hello' in sign language. P/eaerDoy celahb tan 
7. Give flowers to my teacher. bfneptembeyeLCh e Da 
8. Plant a tree. 5h Tung-WoEnvlnonmen Du 
7. 
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Word Wise 
How many words can you make from the word 

HIPPOPOTAMUS? 

ere are some picture clues to help you get started. Write your 
answers in the 

blank spaces provided on the hippo. 

A 

Pot 
Hu 

Tp 
Ship 
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B Use the clues given below to get a word ending in 'ANT'. Then fill in the missing 

letters to complete the word. 

1. A green ANT' 2. A huge 'ANT 
GLANT 

3. An 'ANT' with a trunk 

PLANT ELCPHANT 

4. An 'ANT' with a menu 5. A clever 'ANT' 6. A main or chief 'ANT' 

REST KANT BRILLANT IMPOTANT 

RESTAURANT 

7.A helper 'ANT 

ASSISTANT 

8. An 'ANT' who buys and sells things 
MERHANT 

M 

Wise Owl says... 

We look up word meanings in 
a dictionary. 9. A nice and friendly 'ANT 

PEAANT We find telephone numbers in 
a directory. 

.We find places in an atlas. 



Wocer 
Water can be solid, like 1 ice. Water can be liquid, like the water we drink. 

Water can also be a gas, like the steam we see coming out of a cup of hot milk. 

In each group, circle the picture that does not match the rest of the pictures. 

1. 

e d. b. C. a 

2. 

d. E. b a. 

Tick the right answer in the sentences below. 

1. The steam from a hot cup of tea is solid/liquid/ 
a gás. 

Wise Owl says... 
2. If we leave an jce cream cone oút in the sun it 

will freeze/mélt. An ocean is a very, very large
body of water. There are five 
oceans in the world. These are: 

3. To make ice cubes from water, we freéze/melt 3 

.Pacific Ocean 
water. 

The water in a tap is solid/liquid/a gas. A. 
Atlantic Ocean 

Lemonade is solid/liqúid/a gas. 5 
.Indian Ocean 

6. The water in a waterfall is solid/liqúida gas. 
7. A block of ice is sólid/liquid/a gas. 

.Southern Ocean 6. 

Arctic Ocean 
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